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pARENT INVOLVEMENT

a.

HCEEP demonstration projects -serve 1an extremely heterogeneous populationchildren
frony diverse age groups,'with different handicaps and displaying unique needs. Yet all kojects,
regardlese of , the characteristics of the phildren or the educational or socioecondmic'
background of the parents, stress parent involvement as a besic component of their ducational

model (Assael & Waidstain, 1982). The belief in the efficacy of parent involvement (las

received legal sanction in the mandates of P.L. 94-142. The lee., requires that we provide an
opportunity for parents to participate in the planning of edurtional programs for their children
through the joint development and execution of an Individua ized Eebeation Plan (IEP). HCEEP
projects aie also required to "contain plans for meaningfu

1

involvement of parenta and other

'family members" (Federalliegister, 1975), 1,

A great deal of literature has been developed relating ta the, value of parent involvement.
as a general &Ideational component. This paper addresses paient involvement programs as they

are &signed and Implemented in HCEEP projectg. A definftive answer to th,j nume.rous
probidms that arise In developing an individualized anci.effective parent prograrn iseeot given; no

easy selution is available. .However, some general guidelines for LI programs are available.

The 'paper presents a' discussion Of the rationale for parent lnvolvemeeit 'agrams, ideas 'on

parent needs assessments, types of parent programs currently; in use and an overview of parent

evaluation procedures.

Rationale for Parent involvement
e

The.idea that parents should be,meaningfully involved in the plann ing and development of

programe for their children seems both simple end basic. After all, being a parent implies
beet:ming an advocate, a preacher, a lawyer., an accountant, a teacher, a nurse and much more.

Parents hold. their children's guardianship, their proxy, their power of attorney, their. custody

and their care. They are the child% representative in eh adult society and the prqtectors of

their legal and human rights. Parents have the _responsibility for their children's care and
development 24 hours a day, 365 days a year for as long as they remain dependent. True, some

/.
, of this responsibility is delegated to Others for certain periods of time, e.g.,.the physician for

acute medizal treatment or the teacher for fdrmal instructionOeut It is OM parent who njuIt

assume responsibility when'the tre'atment is complete or the school day ended.
It is well established that efforts of school a clinic provide better resulth if partilts are

involmd (Bronfenbrenner, 1974). The Comptroller General of the U.S. (1979) jeported to

Congeess that;

',Early childhood experts generally agree that the it:16111y is the primary influence in a

youn,g child's. development. Research shows that the most effective child
development prow:ems have been family-oriented programs that have meaningfully
inviiived parents id educating their children. (p. 10)

Parents are integrally involved in the education of their childeen; partners to both the

program staff and their childrin, They ean provide undeniable assistance to a program when

their participation is, meaningfully designed. Some of the obviou's ways a program might be

improved through"parent involvement are:
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. *Parents can prcivide useful information about their child. They often have
information about motivation and behaviors that will not otherwise be available to
the-teacher or therapist. . . .

2. Involvement of-the parents" will facilitate 'transfer from school to home and help to

* insure that there is follow-op of Achool-learned skills in trie home and after
V

I

graduation. .
. .

3. Codperatiie efforts between home and school can accelerate the rate of learning:
Ftedericks, Baldwin and Greve (1976) repo rt. that adding, meaningful parent

involveme t to the scheol program will almost.double the'rate of acqbisitior(orskills.
,

However, there are conflicting opinions on the efficacy of perent involvement programs.
Stile, Cole and Garner (1979) point out that tliterature on parent programs demonstrates

attrition rates from 10 toas high as 70%. Wherein /ies the problem? Data on the efficacy of
parent ievolvement ,exists. Parents of handicapeled children certainly have special needs that a

HCEE,Ppregram could satisfy. Needs specifically relating to the specialness of a child are
.always present. However, two prqblems stand out. One is simply a mat* of attitude. We

tend to think of doing somgthing forlhe parents rather than accepting them as team members.

If we .approach- the quettion of how to involve parents from their position as team members, it

becomes clear, that paren0 can become involved in all parts of bur program and can, indeed,

extqnd our,hirvices, The other prtiblem relates to the conception of 'meaningful Invdtvement,

It is easier to think of,things to do, 'few parents or to have parents de, than it is to

determine the usefeiness of that activity for the parents and their children. For a parent
program to be meaningful, it must havs'a tfilateral benefit--to the parent, the child (end the

program as a whole.
. Professionals rleean't worry about getting parents.ihvolved in the life and education of their

children. They already ateto an extent beyond the professional responsibility or capacity of

most educational Kogramie. What we need are thoughtful and usefUl means of including parents

in the structured educa,tion of their children.

Aasessing Parent,Needs
, 1

The needs assessment is the first step in planning an individualized educational program;
For .a parent prognem to be beneficial, it must begin with an accurate assessment of parent

needs and then eeordinate the services within a realistic time-frame for the participants. Each

parent comes to 0 program with a different degree of understanding, knowledge and acceptance

of his/hef child's disability' and varying opinions on their role in a program's educational

structure. 136cause of the individuel differences among parents and families, they will ne'qd

different types of services, and/or °different Ogrees of involvement in the various types of

programs.
An effective needs assessment should establish a framework to guarantee that the parent

program does not exhaust the limited epergy of the parent; parents, after all, ihould be the

consumer not the censumed ,(Turnbull & Turnbull, 1978). Assistance must be judiciously
implemented and tuned to the schedules of the parer`e. The parents of a disabled child have,

the responsibility of full-tIme care of the child, bet they also hava other responsibilities. They

are not always able to schedule Their activities around the hours of a program. Also, certain
disabilities require rather strict scheduling in order to make certain that all of the 6are

requirements are met. Interventiqn programs must be designed to compliment these schedules,

not disrupt them.- The ,needs assessment should insure 1.nat the interv,entions remain beneficial

and not become a hindrance or additional problem for the families served.
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The needs assessment process must take into consideratien that parents may not possess
the knowledge needed 'in the new situation, so it may become necessary io provide some
information tce help them participate meaningfully in the assessment process. The assessment?

if administered 4successfully, will then provide the basis for evaluation .of the parent
) involvement component. It must be remembered that the needs of the family change;

therefore, the needs assessmant should be continuous. The initial assessment may be quP:e
formal; after that an-informal,,continuing Process might be utilized.

An example of a model which demonstrates the diversity of parent needs and theeprocess of
matching these needs with existing seaviees is the "Mirror Model of Parental Involvement in
Public Schoole (Kroth, 1980). This model mirrors professional services for parents against
parental services for professionals and parent's. The model identifies the types of professional
services that are ndeded by all, Most, some and a few partents and *these are mirrored against
the types of services all, most, some and a few parents can provide. (See Figure .I.) Although
the specific. iterns listed relate topublic school participation, the concepts are applicable to any
parent involvement program.

There are numerous instruments for assessing parent needs. For more informationerefer to
Gathering Information From Parents (Vandlviere & Bailey, 1981), WESTAR Series Paper 1/3,,
Indlvidualizmg Parent Inv lvemeni/1979) and Caldwell's Home Observation FortMeasurement
Of T e E mentnviron Caldwell, IR9). These,publications should aid-both parents and project
staff in developing useful need assessment processes.

Planning of parent learning experiences should be'a mutual undertaking between the parent
and the program staff. The parents ehould be involved in the process of identifying their needs,
formulating theii objectivee, identifyhig resources, choosing activities and evaluating their
progress. This involvement should lead to a commitment, a true assessment of need rnd
therefor, to higher motivatien.

Typed of Services ' I.

Arrng The many ways cif meeting the needs of parents. four types of services are most
widely utilized. They are: parent education, direct participation, parent counseling and

parent-provided programs.

Parent Education'

Although a parent education program .can take a variety df forins and cover. di4ferent
materials, information included In most parent education programs falls into the following
categories: what to expect from a conference, how to participate in planning, 'nformation on
,normal, infant growth and development, specific, knowledge about the:ir child's disabilitje
community resources arid skills to provide the spepial care needed by the chitd.

. What to expect from a conference. One of the first activitias on the agenda for parent
education iè an awareness of what to expect from an interview or conference. How do parents
prepare for an interview? What materials should they brkig to the, interview with them?
Perhaps even more important, what oudations ehould they ast< about their child, about the
program, about expectations and about other services? The Llmbrella :for Fireflies Project
(Sveet & Humphrey, 1980) targeted this problem by 'assisting parents to develop a "diagnostic
notebook." This is designed to organize the bask information needed by professionals about the
child and familysuch as sooial/family history, health and medical bistoryin one place, so'that
;t will be available for future snaring. . For more information, contact the project: P.O. Box
10541 Moses Lake, WA 98837.

3
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Figure 1
. . 7

oe 1,2 4
MInROR MODEL FOR PARENiAL INVOLVEMENT IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1

1.

Few in-depth workshops/or therapy groups.

Some Parent'Education,Workshops.

Most Placement Committee meetings, TEP conferences, parent'
,meetings on how to participate, ctass handouts, phone
calls, home visitp, reporting conferences, information
on workshobs available.

All ,Information on consent to test and place, information on criteria
to place, due process procedures, information on tests and bther
school receirds pertaining to child, information on how to pprti-
cipate on blacement committees and IEP confernces, iriformation on
services available.

All Infortnation on child e...: family that pertdins to educational
programming. Iriformation on needed-services.

Most Input into plkement decisions and IEP decisions,
assistance on field trips, support on agreed programs,
feedback to professionals.

Some

Few

Parent advocates for other parents, parent
advisory groupg, task force merfibers on cur-
riculum, etc., volunteer help in classrooms.

Parent-to-parent programs, workshop
leaders.

4-

Note. From Kroth, trate lea for Effective Parent-Teacher Interaction: A Guide kr
Teacher Trainees., Albuquerque, N . Inst tute for Parent Invo vement, 980. epr 6107
permission.
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4 Hew to participate In plan. The law requires thelt parents perticipate in the

developmpt of the r child's l'ndividual Education Plan (IEP). A number of publications have
been prepared for teachers on "this tbpic (Morgan, 1980; Sedleek, 1979); workshops have been
9resented end the contents of special education teacherpreparkion courses have been modified
to preppie 'teachers to develop IEF's. Unfortunately, there has not been the same kind cef effort
10 prepare pkents for theft- role in the plan4Ing process. Parents are involved in developing

IEPS,-but fur the most part their -sn:volvement is minimal. Usually the teacher prepaits the list
of goals and presents them to the parehts for approval. The Madison public schodle have
received funding from U.S. Special Education Programs to develop, document mei disseminate a
moder for' involving parents more actively In the writing of IEPs and in eetting goals for their
children. Thee suggest that such a model, if well established at the early edubation level, might
have cairy-over, value to the regular-school (Grueneweld, Mifler, t!c Vincent, 1980).

One source for helping parents prepare for their role in planning is the workshop for
parents developed by the Council for Exceptional Children. This two-hour training packa0

--includes a filmstrip and a 64-page guide designed tb help, parente become productive
participants in thelEP process (Nazzarb, 1979). Another is a workshop developed Fe Stevens
(t980) which is available from the Parent Involvement- Center, Albuquerque Public Schools, 1790

Pennilyionia NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110.

Informttion; Ccncernin NorMal Growth and -Develo ment. Very little ireformation is
provided young parents in nthe Un ted States about chi d growth and- development. ,Alehough it is

import-ant for all parents, pethape i is not, as necessary for pareets of normal childrenPas these

parents receivi3 aninstent course froCtepeirychild. But whot if the child should for Mme reasons
deviate from normal? How-then ican pal'enteechart file development of their chil0 How can
they compare this with the normal? It will- te necessary for early education ,programe to
provide this information. Beside providing infcematieln tol)arents, HCEEP projects often have
to interpret the groelirig amount of :nformation)available tfirdigle popular books end media. Not
only does the educational jargon need to be translated, but.the knowledge of child develownent
takes on a different perspective when used as a comparison, to a flanditapped family member.
The HCEEP program considers it important enough to include information an nemel child
growth and development as a reguliement V'ederel 1975): t

,

Specific Information About.the Child's Condition. A common complaint of parents is thit*
they had difficulty finding put just what was, wrong with their, child. Such reports as, "It was
two years before we were told that our child had Down's Syndrome" '(Porter, 1978, p. Or,

"Within the first two months I noticed differences/ By six months,I was alarmed. When I asked
the doctor, he told me she was within the normal range for development"'(Smith 1978, p. 1): Or,

"The child es perfectly normal, but the parentsare obviously neurotically anximis" (Raos, 1978,
p. 15). Often the initial diagnostic encounter is the only information the parenteeeeeelve and

they may be more confused after the enpounter than they were before, letiVIng with a'new label
that they do not undeestand and that does not lead them to the needed services. ,Iudy Burke
(1978) in an article entitled, "Face to Face in Times of Crisis and Over the Long Had' describes
very dramatically how she had' to discover on her own that "Spastic" needed to be translated
into "Cerebral Palsy" in order to find the services that her daughter needed.

If parente are ta serve as their child's advocate for needed services, they will need to have
a working knowledge 'about the disability their child has and the course the disability is likely to
take. To understand all of this they will need to learn,some uf the technical terminology and
professional jargovelated to that particular condition.

4
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What are the Communit Resources? In ii parents' symposium, held as part of the 1980*
1-10EEP Project Director:a/Div sion of Early Childhood Cauncli for Exceptignal Children
meeting, the participants identified "diffiCulty of finding health/educational services for their

. ilandicapped.child" (Buffington & Assoc., 1980, p: 39) as one of the major prrtiblems th y faced.
They listed,as their:number onelecommendation: .

t - 0 , .a

.Establish a clearinghouse foriperents, health piofessionals and educator; to reference
. and crosi-reference programs and servicos availiNele in particular areas for the '

handicapped and their families (Thomas Buffington &iAssoc: 1980, p. 3.9). .
. . . .

The parent will need knowledge, not only about what resources are available, buk about
what each has to offer and how to use them for the most benefit with the greatest economy of

. 4 0

time'and_money.
A parent program has a. wealth Of available information:to help Identify community

resources. Information sharing among HCEEP projects is a basic resource dccessible to all
programs. National organizations such as CEC, March of Dimes and Easter Seals often have
resource mformation centers. And publications on parent involvement (e.g., Colette, 1977) can
provide useful hints on ways to locate additional community resources.

S octal Skills Needed to Provide Care for their Child. The most common subject of needed,
parental laduc tion is in the area of specifjEialTaFahe care of a disabled child. In some
cases these skills will be quite technical, and parents must learn sophisticated *procedures. In
others, the care is relatively routine, but parents will need Certain ihformation ih order to best
serve as casemanagers for their child. As Buscaglia (1975) points cut, "Since they will be doing
something for their child ,anyway, would it not be, advantageous, for all, to teach them the right'
way?" (pp. 269-270). :Some of these skills can be taught didacticallj,', but others will require
airect participation oftheTarents in the treatment program: -

During the past 12 years, the *1-' EP programs have developed a number of excellent
resources dealing with many ol thes jects. kpartial listing and description is available in
Parents as Teachers of Their Handier) ed Children: An Annotated Bibliography,'(Wolery, 1979).
OTher sources o rnTicrrimat on ere: ere? A cataTr of Pioducts Deve10 edt HCEEP
Projects, (Brookfield, W,eldstein, Pelz, & LaCrosse, in press) and the Fall; 1981 Edi ion'of Special
Education Materials (LINC Resources, Inc., 1981). Another listing of HCEEP-developed
products will be printed as part of the project survey now being cenducted by Roy LittlejOhn
arid Associates in Washington, DC, -under, contract with U.S. Special Education Programs.

'

perer.l.f.cpLcatIon±12E,I.9_122ps. It should be evident from the foregoindiscussion that much
of the parent education program needs to be individualized, but there are a nuober of parent
information nee, 5 which cah.b8 met through group instructien. The content and timing of such
group programs should be carefully planned to meet the needs of the particular parents involved.

It cannot be assumed that knowledge In one area mums know0dge in another, nor that
formal instruction will automatically meet the need. Ia, a parent group for deaf;blind
preschoolers, formxarriple, it became evident early on.that oric af the mothers, a nurse, had a
great deal of knowledge about the etiology, effects and prognosis of rubella. Within a short
time however it also became evidentcthat she knew less about how ko teach her child to eat,
dress or toilet than did the other "less knowledgeable" mothers. She reported that she received
a greaa deal of assistarice from talking"to the other mother; about how to deal with these
specific problems. This experience is just one illustration of some gtf the advantages gained by
offering parents the opportunity for group activity. This aspect Ilaf the parent involvement
program is discussea more fully in the section on parent-provided programs.
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DTit"P.rticIpatlon

Direct participation refers to the Involvement of parents as teachers, teaching assistants,
classmom volunteersae Partners witt.i.professionals in the delivery of educational programs for
their child.. In the past, there have been a number of problems associated with this approach.
Karnes and pry-(1981) report that untirrecently, work.with parents was limited to two or three
parent-teacher conthrences a year in which the teacher talkeLt and the parents !listened. Schulz
(1978) stated that there was a relucteece on the part ,of teachers to accept the _abilities of
parents, and she &Scribes her own invorvemerit with the schools as follows:

My suggestions were never welcomed. I was enthusiastically encouraged to help wItti
the field trip to the airport and toJnake popcorn balls for the Christmas party. And
yet, during periodic visits to the i`Jassrocm, I saw teenagers whsting valuable time
taking naps, obese children constantly snacking, my'son learning things he had-krown
five years before. (p.31)

In some cases, (the approach to (direct participation wahased on the assumption that
parents should earn-miry provide most af the early instruction for their children, and if they do
noty then the parents arie themselves ln need of intervention. However, 'an increasing' amount of
evidence is rrlounting to indicate that suppoi tnot intervention-4or parents is most often

.called for in.triese situations (Tjosser.i, 1976).

Neld Approaches. The last decade has witnessed a variety Of new approaches to *direct
involvement of parents in early education of the ha dicapped. For example, one emerging
pattern emphasizes working with child and parent together and focusee on improving
parent-child interaction rather than working with eith r the child or parent alone (Ora, 1971).
This technique involves behavior modification meit iologies. The advantages of suCh an
approacheire that behaviors which .are causing proble s are dealt with directly, parents learn
skills of behavior management tilt t are useful, _and ithere is instant success which helps to
rselieve tensions. T success of thie type of program A readily measureable in terms of change
in child behavior as a result of Change in parent behavior, and) the results have a good chance
for continued and elanded succesh as the ohanges in parent-child interactions are mutually
rewarding.

The Portage Project (Shearer & Shearer, 192) provided a home teaching program., dectly
invoiving.parents in the education of their own ehildren'hY teaching the parents what to teach,
what to reinforce and how to observe aml record behavior. The children in this project made
statistically significant measureable gains in IQ, language, academic developmant and
socialization. A follow-up study showpd that the gains,were maintained. The staff of this
prpject believed that tqe success of their work was due to:

e
Setting ;eta at a level the child and parent could accomplish within a short time,
fryr instance; a week.
Providiqg a model for parents: shOwing them, hot just telling them, what to do.
After modeling, allowing the parents to take over and worlt on the same activity
with the child while the teacher obserVes.
Reinforcing the parents, letting them know.they are doing it right.
Remembering that parents are mit the same. It is as important to iridividualize .

for parents, based on their...Present behavior, es It is to individualize for the child
based on his/hers.

7



- involving,the.parents in Planning appropriate goals for the child.
(Shearer & Shearers., 1977, as 230? .

Frederickee Baldwin end Grove (1976) describe t6ree ways in which they have
successfully involved parents in teachhig their child; (1)' The lunch box data system, in
which the parents, conduct instruction ;limiter to that being conducted at school; (2) The
modified lunchbox.systeme in whicheparehts conduct instructioreat home that is not being
given by the school; and.(3) 'The volunteer systeineln which pareats are volunteer workers
at the school and through that experience acquire 3 a instructional capebilities to teach
their:child. Sudeeis in all 'three of these programs de .iended on selecting, activities which
parents areenkely to_eucceed in, and breaking,the skill o be taught into small parts.

Provisione for the direct paracipation of parents have also been included in many of
the new educational programs for handicapped and high-risk infatits, as showrein a 1979-80
survey of infant. p-rojecte fiinded by the HCEEP (Karnes, Linnemeyer, & Schwedel 1981).
Formal parent needs assessments, went Conducted in 20 of 25 projects responding to the
survey. Twenty-two projects offered flarent training,_ and an equal number encouraged
parents to work at home with their chIld. Working with infants in a group setting Was an
option in lo of the projects. More then two-thirds of the projects had set up libraries for
the merge so they could Obtain information about handicapping conditions and activities
for the home. Cotinseling services Were made avaliable to parents_ in 19 projects, and just
over half of the programs offered .advecacy training. (Some earents chose net to
participate or to participate only to a limited degree. The reasbni given for lack of
involvement were: time constraints because Of job, just not Interested, lack of
trensportation, difficulty arranging for a baby sitter, and pressing family problems.)

Pro rams with Fathers. One receret_ develop ent is the a ttentlon given to directe

paeticipation by fathers in early education. A nurn er, of studies, (Commings 1976; Peck
&.. stevens, 1910) indicr*.e that :the entire family, fathers as well as mothers, (lave
diftculty adjusting to the birth Of a handicapped child. Neifert,and Gayton (1973) found
that ,f fathers did not give active support to the insOuctional 'flans of the Mother ,. the
child would net take the program eeriously, and the mother's efforts would likelifti. Yet
until very 'recentlyclittle has, been done to provide- the opportunity for fat ers to
participate. ,

Delaney, (1979) provides an interventideprogr rn 'for fathers of handicapped infants
at the Experimental gducation Unit of the Univ rsity oteeWashington and found that
attachment between fathers and their handicapped i fants whit increased by improVing the
tether's awareness' of his son or daughter's development. The ,project has sinee been
expanded ,to include siblings and extended family members, as well as fathers, In a
replicable model. Materials frohLthe project will be available far dissemination 'as they
are produced)(Dubols, 1986).

The UCLA Intervention- Pro6ram developed a father Involvement program on a trial
basis in 1981. qt was so well received that it was extended until the end of-1982 (Kehr &
Miller, 1981). Some of the program feetureawhich contributed te Its succeee were:

\

e

.1. Sessions were scheduled on alternate Saturdays. . \
2. The fathers showed a genuine Interest in working with their children.
3. Provisions were made ter diseussions away from, the children. A half-hour of eadb

session was set aside for this activity with fathers selecting the topics.

*
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4. The activities were essentially the same as provided during the regular program:

5. The number of planned field trips.proved to be too demanding, and were reduced.
-

The indications from this pregram are that the fathere do waStto wore directly with their
infants. Mothers reported that fathers were more involved with-the care of the Children at
home afteir the initiation of the program.

Project REACH, in Northhamptonl-Massechusetts, (Karnes, Linnemeyer, & SchweCiel, 1981)

also provides for the involvement of lathers. The project staff 66-hblade 14volvement of-fathers

as natural and expected. Home visits aft scheduled, whenever possible, so that both parents

can be involved in the derminstrations, goal-setting and teaching activities. In addition, specific
provisions are made, for fathom including discussion and superrt groups, male staff for 0-

individual counseling, and Informational materials designed edpecially for fathers. -

The changing structure of the knerican family buggests thai sorr4 adjustmente must be
inade to allow for direct ptarent participation.. Today the "traditional" American famil

including, a working father, stay-at-home mother and two children represenbi only seven perce

of the nation's two-parent families. Qf married women with children ,under. six, 44 percen
work, and the number. of single-parent, 'families has increased dramatioalry during' the past
decade (U.S. Neweand World Report, 1980). These changes will require somil ingepity on the

part of program planner, to provide ,opportunities for meaningful participation by parente. But '

the results seem to well warrant the effor .
t. .

Benefits of Direct Involvement.k A number of studies- report t4e 'benefits: of direct,
partlaTirat' orrto thii; parents hemiIs (parlor* Swanson, Stone, & Woodruff, 1981) and to th

echildren- involved. ,For idstance, Badger (1977) reported on a research projecf cbriducted by thet
Cincinnati Maternal. and Infant Care Project in which 12 mothers Age 16 and under and their

infants were provided weekly classes fo stimulate thednfants' development bsy sup'porting the

mother's role as primary teacher. A comparison group of 12, mother/infant pairs was metchpd

and followed-ever, the couese of .the' 18 months. of the program., The iefants Tp the-comparison

group begen to fail, behind early in life and were indeed in "jeopardy." Thia was not howe0er die
#

It has become evident frem this and other studies that direct pfirtiplpatien !ran) `parents in

the educatioreof their children has ncit only Improved the success of the 'Programs, but that

unless the parents were iretolved -and the desired skills were being taught or reinforced in the-

home, as well. as in school; the results at 'school were less than optimal. In fact, the lack of
participation might,aotually preclude the development of the desired child behavior. *

,

case far infants Of Ma mothers who attendedclasses.

Parent Counseling

Few, individuals plan to become parents of q handicapped child. When it happen% hoped.,

aspirations and lifestyle are changet4 energies bre redirected. 'Questionr about the child's,
health and development need tali!, answered, and new, unrehearsed,fielingi need to he dealt

with. (For example, one of the major problems a parent faceeAen cenf orited with the

sudden new relatiqnship with society and friends occasioned by becoming tñq parent of a
disabled child--is that many f the unacceptable attitudes arid prejlIces that be ome evident
in others are the same as he/s e held prior to the event.)

A number of writera (Drotor, Baskiewicz, Iran, Kennel, 4 Klans, 15175; Miller, 196,U) suggest

that parents of handicapped children Must *go throi:gh a process of adjustment, and Olshaosky

(1962) suggests that a parent's response to having a mentally handicapped ehild is one of
"Chronic Sorrow." Dunlap (1979), on the other hand, reported that ,the vastnajority of families
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interviewed in a study of .53 deaf infants and children did not perceive ebre handicapPed
, members as having a substéntial negative influence on their families. Whet( the handicapped

child was seen as having affected tho family, it was more often in,, trees Such as tripe,
vacakione, ilsiting, !shopping, going to. movies or whether the mother seyr work. The studY also
Indicated that time ciamande, physical demands and money probleins were often listed as
importent factors. ' ,

,

, geplig.patIm.s. Of course, there are as many ways of cdping with traematic experiences
ae, there are peopie evho must face web an experience. There will be those who accept it as
matter of fact. They willechoose alternative ways of coping and look for constructive ways to
deal with the eituation. There will be those who will deny that a problem exists, who will
suppress their reelia'gs. Arid there will be those who v.... be overwhelmed with feelings of guilt,

. 'Shame, self-pity, anger and despatr. Most individuals will fall somewhere between these
extremes.- The reaction that an individual make; will change over time, depending on the
progress of the child, the support the individual receives and the changes' in his/har life
situatioti; ,

.
.

There area number of eariablea which may affect the degree and type oi parental reaction

. to having &handicapped child. Among then arm the type of disability and the parents' attitude
. about it, the socio-economic status of the family, the birth order of the child, and the size of

the family. ,
.

.. Parents need to be reassured that they can raise their handicapped child . They need tb
., know what the problems are related to the child's disability and how to solve them, what

services are needed end available and how to access therm and they need varying degrees of
help to sort out their feelings. Sometimes this Is no more than an interested listener.

Criteria for Successful Couriselin The counseling prOcess, ;Thich.tieually begins when the
parents take-W-en d to a pro ess onal or clinic for initial diagnosie, can be extremely'
confusing and upsetting for the parents. A number of techniques have been identified which can
contribute to the success of the counseling process. Solnit and Stark (1961) warn that while in
pock, parents have an impaired ability to recoinize, evaluate and adeet to reality; and they
suggest that professionals communicate the findings about the child's conditiOn several times.

Davidson and Schrag (1965) repoeted that recorrimendations made during child psychiatric
conaultations were more likely to be followed if:

- teeth parents wete pt.-relent for the consultations. -

e The parepta had diecussed their child's problems with Others.
- They agreetfwith the professional's diagnosis and evaluation of the problem.
e Families had 'to wait less thanbelf anbour td see the psychiatrist.

.The authors point out that unlese the parents understand and accept the information which
is presented, very little can be done for the child.

'From a review of the literature on research in Coenseling with the handicapped, Jim Leigh
(1975) cencii-ided that/

1. Peofessienals need to devote much more attention to the format and content of
Initial diagnostic interviews with parents. Both "the results of research and the
comments of parentemclearly demonstrate.thit parents are often confused and
dissatisfied with the informati r lack of information, about the problems of
their child.
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. The term shopping behavior as applied to parents who visit many profeasionals
Is both overused and misused, tOce the very few parents who qualify as A

shopping parents are seeking valid insistence and not merely a different
diagnosis. Even if a great number' cif parents do ()rime in shopping behavior,.
perhaps professionals should view that behavior as a reflection of the 'quality of
the services offered rather than as areindication of the parents' denial of reality.

3. Research indicates that professionals often underestimate the importance of
. the parents' ettitudes. .

4. Parent counseling is receiving an increased amount or attention as studies and
program 'escriptions :lave indicated that parenN must play an essential role in
efforts to remediate their child's problems. In fact, the results of many studies
indicate that parent counseling may)se more beneficial in many situations then
direct therapy or remediation with: the child. (pp. 60-61) .

ae
Some indicators of success of a odunseling effort are: -parent satisfaction, the degree to

which recommendations are followed; the ability of parents to cope with the overall adjustment
of having a handicapped child inethe family, the degree to which the needs of the rest of the
family are filled, the parents' own adjustment or readjustment to life, the ability to discuss the
problems, atid the realism of the content of that discussion.

.

It must be recognized that some disappointment, fear anxiety; anger, helplessness, pain,
disbelief, shock, self-pity, eesentment and confusion ares normal under the circumstances. The
degree to which a program can assist individuals to co e with these emotions, end the many ;
physical demands placed on them, and still, be able to f ction is a real measure of success of
tpat progrem. The program must be larger than "parent counseling"; a handicapped child places
stresses on the entire family, and the needs exceed those usually addressed in counseling.

Parent-Provided Programa

Parents of handieappid ehildren can obtain moral support, Information and a new
perspective by involving themselves a4th other parents who have had or are having similar
experiences. Of the ways that parents serve other parents, the best known ere parent
organizations parent-to-parent programs and parents as advocates.

s

EiEtnt_sseAk.ttlm. Parent organizations exist for most types of Jiaabilities. These

organizations can and do provide an opportunity for parents to gain the ewareneas that they
are is not alone. They also provide a resource for information on the specific disability, in
terms that are meaningful for the parent. If as local chapter is not available, most of the
national organizations provide information for developing, participation at the loyal level.
Involvement in such a program provides an opportunity for a great deal of "flexibility In
express*. Some parents will be able to pifivide leadership, others will be active doers and
still others will be passive listenefs.

Pa t-to-Paren P rams. A parent-to-parent program is one in which parents of
disab ed ch ldren ot pare to help other parents who have recontly learned that their child
is disabled. New parents are served by contact with others who have faced tha same
problems. They can talk to someone else who can understand the feelings of isolation and
doubt end,who can assist in finding needed seavices.

I 1



. To be. a pilot parent requires that a parent has Made an adequate adjustment to beina the
parent of a disabled child, end that he/she has sufficient time and energy to devote to the
project, Being a pilot parent is not for everyone, but the opportunity to contact such a group
should be available to ell new parents ofchtldren with disabilities.,

A manual for developing a pilot parent oroiram Is available from the Greater Omaha
Association for Retarded Citizens, 3212 Dodge, bmaha, Nebraska, 68131.

Parents as Advocates. The effectiveness of parents as advocates is well documented.
During the past 30 years there has been a growing sophistication and awareness on the' part of
parents or the handicapped. The inereasing reference to the rights of the handicapped in
literature), legislation and litigation all bear witness to this change, Today many bf the
services parents were fighting for a short time ago are taken for granted, and perhaps some, of
the urgency for involvement as viewed by the parent is not as iritense as it was earlier. But it
is still extremely important that vigilance be maintained,A these previous gains ccibld belost.

The parent of a handicapped child can speak much more emphatical* about his/her child's
unmet needs than can the professional. As constituents in need, their voices are heard in a
different way by the legislators. The partnership between parent and professional becomes
important in providing support to each other in obtaining the best services far those who need
Omni most. -

Evaluation

E.valuating a parent involvement program involves determining the value of that 'program
. to the parents who receive it. Ideally, to asseis the value of thepecigraen would require
comparing it with another program of known value or at least comparing the changes in
pregram recipients with others who have not zeceived the program. 'Both of -these approaches
present difficulties. There are seldom comparable programipof proven value and programs are
selected or tailor-made to meet the Individual needs of parerts, making control groups
difficult to locat.

There are two basic issues regarding the evaluation of parent involvement programs, One
relates to the role of the parent In plannihg and evaluating the overall program. The second
relates to the effectivenees of the activities planned for the parent component.

Parents as Evaluators

HCEEP projects are required to provide for the involvement of parents on project
advisory- committees. They have confirmed their genuine belief that parents should be
involved in planning by generally exceeding this requirement. This belief is well expressed by
Vinaent, Later), Salisbury, Brown and Baumgart (1980) when they say, "Parents are the major
consumers of services provided to handicapped children; as such, parents should be the major
evaluators of these services" (p. 177).

The role of parent as evaluator must be separated from reporting on individual parent
satisfaction. Far parents to be effective as program evaluators, they will have to step back
and Look objectively at the overall parent involvement program. The parents' activities in
prrparam evaluation should lead to Involvement in program planning. Not all parents will be
Interepted in actively participating In overall planning for the program in which their Ehild is
enrolleck but they should, at the least, be offered the opportunity to respond to any proposed
major program cilnges.

12
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How to involve parents meaningfully in evaluating services whitth they or their child are
receiving is not an easy problem to solve. There are a number of issues which omplicate the
effort. Among them are tbe problems related to fears trif losing a servicewl& might have
been extremely difficult to obtain for their childif the parents are too criticI A format for
involvement should be established which will provide for positive input, so thb needettchanges
can be identified and mutually agreeable solutions dine:loped without putting either the
parents or the administration on the defensive. An atmosphere of mutual trust is a
prerequisite for meaningful parent particiRation in planning.

Another problem relating to parents as evaluators is the question,, of thp validity and
reliability of parent responses to questionnaires. Schnelle (1974), in a folloW-up study of
counseling service, showed a lack of correlation between whet the parents reported was
happening and what waa actually happening. This points up the need to make reliability and
validity checks at least on a random sample of questionnaire reports before accepting results.

Aiteough these problems are pervasive, the importance of parent involvement in
evaluation dictates that we continue to seek ways to improve opportunities for parents to
meaningfully participate. To accomplish this requires that the problems be resolved.

Effectiveness of Parent Involvisment /
_

--Tne effectiveness of the parent involvement program is a measure of the degree to which
the objectives of the program have been met and how well dime have satisfied the identifitd
needs of the parents. Among the ways toegvaluate the effectiveness of liarent involvement

_arse_ parent satisfaction, changes In parent knowledge, skill and attitudes, the degree ,tc which
services are utilized, the degree to which the knowledge or skill Is: mid, and changes in child
behavior as a result of changes in parents' behavior.

IlteriLatisfaction. The evaluation of the parent involvement program begins with the
needs assessmelit:Wa has been said about the individual differences of ptirents and their
changing needs over time. The assessment of parept satisfaction is an expression of the
degree to which needs wdre correctly assessed and met, Often, the InfOrmation colleeted on
parent satis;ection relates to satisfaction with the overall program and Snot satisfaction with
the parent involvement program per se. This information is important but sbould be
interpreted in the proper context and not confused with responses to planned parent
activities, Among the ways of assesaing parent satisfaction are: interviews, questionnaires
and diaries.

INTERVIEWS: An interview providei ,for personal interaction between two or more
people. It can ,be guided by predetermined questions and offers the opportunity for, die'
interviewer to pursue interesting riesponses.

Some advantages of InterViews are:
- They do not require a written response on the part of tshe interviewee.,
- They have a higher rate gf response success then a questionnaire. /

The interviewer can clarify the questions to intim that the respondent understands thein.

- They allow for interviewees to explain their lespcinse and also the degree of their feeling
Obout a particular issue. v 1

4Ofisodvantages:
1/4

- They are time-consuming.
- The presence of the interviewer may influence the responses.

13
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- The answers may na be thought thiough, singe the ihterviewer is present and this

i iindicates that an immediate response is required.
.

e - They require-trained interviewers. ..

QUESTIONNAIRES AND RATING SCALES: . Questionnaires and rating scals are
instruments requiring a written respohse. ,

Advantages are:
- They permit anonymity,
- They permit the person oppOrtunity to think about answers before respondirid.

- They can be administeredlo many people simultaneously.
- They provide more uniformity than interviews.

qhe data Is easier to analyze-than I terview data.-
Disadvantages:

( They do not provide the flexibility o nterviews. 4

- People are usually better able to express themselves orally than In writing.
- Reliability and validity ef parents' responses are not high.
- The percentage of responses is usually lower than forinterviews.

If there area variety. of concerns, Inost f which can be covered by asking straightforward
questions, a questionnaire-will work. You erill need to allow .time to develop a questionnaire for
your particulat needs. The questionnaire will need to be constructed, the questions checked to
remove arnbiluity and a reliability and validity check run. (For detailed Information on
development of quektionnaires, refer to §A!LtilLerilsEssatI A Systematic Procesi by Jeffri
Brookfield.)

There are a number of scales to rate responses to a puestionnaire. An agreement or
Like scale consists of a group of statements which ere ei ,er favorable or unfavorable. Then
respondents are asked to report the intensity of th'eir agreement or disagreement with the
statement on a c-point scale: "Strongly agree", ."agree", "undecided", .1,:clisagrae", "strongly
disagree". An agreement scale is.usefol When you want to determine both the direction and the
intensity-of a person's attitude.

The ECE-SMN Center at Arizona State University utilizes an agreement scale (Roberts,
1981) to determine parent satisfaction. Examples of'the questions asked are as followt;.

- The staff members who visit my home are informative and friendlY.
u I feel there is a positive change in my child since entering the ECE-SMH Program.
- I feel comfortable talking with staff member&

For more information ore this scale and its use, contact: Dr. Thomas Roberts, EQE-S1v1H
Center, Department of Special Educction, Arizona State University, Tempt, AZ 85281.

The Serearwe Differential or Osgood'Scele consists of a series of adjectives, usually around
10, anti their antonyms listed on opposite sides of the page, with seven "attitude positions" In
between. The Semantic Differential Is usually regarded as a good tool fOr measuring people's
positive or negative feelings toward .the attitude objective. Project Pre-Start of Loyola
University has developed such a scaler for parents of high-risk infants. For more information on
this scale, contact: Pre-Start Program,. Loyola University StrItch. School of Medicine, 2160
South First- Avenue, Department of Pediatrict, Maywood, Illinois 6010, and ask about the
Schmerber Attitudinal Surve for Parents of Hi h-risk Infants. For information on the
construct on 03 at tude sea es, the reader is re erre to dwerds and Porter's Attitude
Measurement (1912).
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PARENT DIARIES: Parent Diaries are 'self-reporting instruments which provide
ciescriptzons of activities, experiences and feelings written during the course of the program.
Daily or weekly recordings of significant events and feactions to the events carebe analyzed at
the end of the program to determine reactions to certain cOmponents. They may also reveal
attitudinal change. Their advantage is that they can provide a great deal of personal
information whith might not otherwise be available; their disadvarktage is that they are difficult
to interpret objeatively.

C an esin Parent 1<nowled. Skills &'Attitu es Criterion-referenced tests, designed te,
determine if the degree of competehcy des red has seen met, can be developed to assess the
knowledge gained hi a parent education course. Prie and pdittests will provide a measure of
change. Postteswalone can provide information regarding parent knowledge, but it cannot be
assumed thet the information.came frorh th'es training on the basis ofeone posttest elone.

The SEFAM program at the, University of Washington offers _an example of use of
oriterion-referenced tests. This prograrp,I,s,,deeignejd kto stody what happelis in families and to
investigate better-ways to insure positive outcomes frem activities and ,relationships that affect
the young handicapped child.. Guided by the overefl objectives of the program, the staff
selected a number ,of instrurnents to measure changes in family, both in father and mother and
in father/child relationships. From the results of these tests, Individdal objecthes are
established for-the\ purpose of modifying reletionships in a positive manner. Postteste'are
administered at tne end of the yet:0 to measure success in bringing about these changes. The
areas for selection af objectives for each parent ahd the tests used to identify them'°are
illustrated in an "Assessment Matrix" figure; For more information on this progrem, coneact
Dr. Rebecca Fewql!, bireetor, SErAM, University of Washington, MD, Seaftle, WA 98195.

The parent/family component of the FINIS Project In MarshaAltown, Iowa has two .key
elementsfamily hfe education classes and family system counselingwhich are evaluated with
pre/pontesting. Data on parental attituies are assessed using a parent attitude scale. At
intake, parents are asked to fill out. a pretest covering the information which will be tauAt
during the eight-vreek family course. Following the completion of the,parent cresses, a posttest
using paraphrased items covering the same Information is administered. For more information
on this program, contact Damon L. Lamb, Director, FINIS Ptoject, Area Agency #6, 2101 12th
Avenue, Marshalltown, IA 50158:

A number sof indtruments have been developed by HCEEP projects to assess changes in
parent knowledge, skill and attitudes. DesCriptions and samplei Of these instruments are
available in GatheringInferrnation from Parents (Vandevlere & Bailey, .1981).

Direct observation or performance tests are procedures for evaluation of skill
performance. Provisions need to be made for observing the parents performing the required
skill, and feedback must be provided to .them so they will know when they have reached the
level of skill required. Mini-teaching prograrhs. 'utilizing_ audio and videotapes for
self-correction are also well suited to this.purpose.

Degree to which Services arelliked. No matter now attractively packaged or .how
logically sound a program seems to be, itewill not have cny valictity unless, it is used. An
activity which was popular in one part of the country or with a particular group' may pot be
effective with another. ,Therefore els important. to fit activities to the interests of the
individuals you are trying, to invelve. Although we might equate the amount of involyement
with eatisfaction in terms of the total program, this could be a aerious error when applied to an
individual because there may be a° variety of good reasons why an individual parent might
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choose not tp be levolved at a particular time. The requirement is that the opportenity should
be available to all parents, not that they ell use it. The,parent should have the choice, for as
Winton and Turnbull- (1981) reported, noninvolvement at certain times may be a great
contribution of the program to the parents, If parents are not motivated or interested, forced
participation wlil have little t. no benefit. ,

De ree to which Knowled e or Skill is Utilized. There afe ieveral difficulties involved in
e, measuring utilization, of know edge and skillicirriCT there is no easy way to observe what goes

on Detween the parent and child while the child Is at heme. One complex problem involves
parents'. attitudes towardchildrearing and their willineeess to change. Anastasiow (1980 states:

Childrearing attitudes are _va1uei and as such are resistent to Simple intervention
J ,,strategies. .Some minority grolip feet that attempts to change their childrearipg

strategies are attacks on their ulture rather than attempts to facilitate their
children's development. In some cases, intervention-may actually be an attack on the
culture, and great care needs to be4aken to avoicisuch a circumstance. (pr. 4)

However, there are areas of learning, thatecise be observed, for example,' in' the care and uSe
of prosthetic devices, Does the child have the hearing aid on-when he/she comes to school? k
it on correctly? Is it working? There are a host of other behaviors pf this type which ceri
directly observed, e.g., the parent rewards appropriate behavioitinitiates conversations with
child, givea child verbal instructions which are, developmentally appropriate. These
observations will 4 tell you whether the skills are used at home during eut-of-ichool hours,

' but it will provide informati in on the dbservable utilization qf theskfll. Anadditional measure
is how the parents feel abeut the situation, Are they more comfortable or sure about their

te perform the task?
HCEEP projects use three basic methods to evaluate the extent to which knowledge and

skills. are utilized: direct observation in the home, observation of parent in_ a clinical setting
and self-report measures.

The Portage Project in Portage, Misconsin focuses on effective parent iriVolvement to
facilitate long-term early childhood intervention and uses direct observation of parents' io
home environment as their basic pareet evaluation tool. For more information, contact the*
Portage Project, 626 East Slifer Street, Box 564, Portage; WI 53901.

Observation in a clinical .or clasaroom situation offers a cobtrolled examination of parents'
skills. For information on this evaluation methodology refer to _the work of Dr. T. Berry
Brazeiton er to the numerous publications of Teaching Research Infant and thild Center
Data-based Classrooms, Todd Hall, Monmouth, OR 97361.

Direct observation using either of the' above settings is the best method of colleeting data.
However, self-report data will suffice if no other form of evaluation ie available. The

important factor is to obtain some measure of parerlt skills and likewise be able to assess the
efficacy of the parent program.

As an example, Project FINIS in Marshalltown, Iowa asse ses the nature of Interaction
between each of the parents and their handicapped infant with direct observation, pre/post
methodology. Parents are assessed at intake, and after 3,month the interaction patterns are,
assessed again in order to' determine changes in primary careg ver and handicapped infant
behavior. Data is collected on two major elements of family syst ms: the iamily network and
family interactions. A profile of family interactions is obtelnec from filmed 30-minute
structured interview. This same structured interview is also used as a po test follbwing femily
system services. The interactional analyals Is used to collect data on communicatien skills,
problem-solving skills and alliance aequencet.
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. The results of these activities are analyzed to demonstrate program impact on: knowledge
of infant development, communicatiuh and problem-solving skills of families, infent-ceregiver
interactions, knowledge of the developmental characteristics of families, ,:.,,-ental attitudes and
family capacity to achieve goals.

A number of publications will be available from this project. For additional information,
contact: Darhon L. Lamb, Director, FINIS, Area Education Agency #6, 2105 12th Avenue,
MarshalltoWn, 14 5015e..

Chan es in ChildAhavior. The ultimate goal of parent programs, of course, is change in
ctuld behavior. The children are being assessed, and hopefully.there are positive chenges in
their behavior. How do we determine to what extent our efforts with parents have brought
about these changes?

Some activities ail directly measureable, such as in-homeprograms where specific lessons
are taught by parents and the child is evaluated on the content of these lessons, or in behavior
management training aessions involving parent arid child where measureable 'differences can be
'recorded in the child's beisavior. Also the degree t6 which the children accept responsibility for
a behavior'and carry on the activity by themselves can be used as a measure of the success of
parent involvement.. For example, it can be observed whether the child puts on his/her own
hearing aid, turns it on and indicates to someone who can help when it doesn't work.

The-Community Interaction Early- Education Program (CIEEPY Program at Tulsa University,
involves the child and familx in aCtIvities in the center, the home and the community. The
community component often includei an additional eduCation program. Information has been
collected on child-chan data,0specifically pre arfd posttest scores on the Bayley and the
McCarthy, throughout the program. At present, the project is attempting to ascertain the
impact. of .parent involvement on child-change. Variables being studied are parent/child
attendance for center sessions and home sessions, amount of time 'spent by parents pn home
program activities, and parent attendance at extra sessions for which they had iridicated a need,
for examplee behlivior management training sessions. This data will be analyzed in late spring,
1982 to determine if correlations exist between child-rhange and these specific types of parent

involvement.
Although child-change data is a soughtl-after result of intervention, caution must be

observed 'when using child-change data to-evaluate parent behavior for two reasorm
1. There is little evidence that one can make valid inferences that/ a given increment of child

change is due to an increment of parent training.
2. The number of variables acting on' the child and on the parent-child interaction are many,

of which those affepted by the parent educetion progrern are only'a small fraction.

Summary

In this peper we have tried to discuss some of the types of involvement that might be
offered, streseing that they Must be indMduelized and that there is a distinctionbetweeh being
involved with the child and being directly involved with the-ctiiid's school program.

In a study of parent involvement as vrewed by parents, it was reported that informal
contact with their child's teacher was the preferred involvement of most parents (Winton ac
Turnbull, 1981)4, Parents felt that the two major characterlitics of these contacts were that
they be frequent" and that information be-shared in a give-and-téke fashion.

A good parent involvement program will provide opportunities for allowing the parents to
.-smeet their individual needs, recognizing ttfat these will vary from individual to individual and
within an individuel over time. Succeisful parent Involvement promms should be predicated on
the premise that parents du heve valuable contributions to meke to the growth of t eir child,'
that progkarns must provide for ihdividual differences, end the recognition that sac parent is
capable of growth. \
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